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Last Time – silicate melting 

• How and why are melts generated? 
– Increase in mantle potential temperature; or 
– Reduction in solidus temperature (e.g. water); or 
– Thinning of the lithosphere 

• How do melts ascend towards the surface? 
– Initially via porous flow through partially-molten rock 
– Later by flow in macroscopic fractures (dikes) 

 
 



This time - cryovolcanism 



Cryovolcanism 
• What does it mean? 
• There is not a universally-agreed upon definition but it is 

generally taken to be processes analogous to silicate volcanism 
but involving low-temperature materials (see e.g. chapter by 
Prockter in the Gregg & Lopes book) 

• Cryovolcanic eruptions (of gas and dust) certainly happen at 
Enceladus, and perhaps Europa and Triton as well 

• Cryolavas have been inferred to exist based on images, but no-
one has ever seen one being erupted 

Enceladus 



Main questions 
• How is melt generated? 

– What are the heat sources? 
– How does melt production change over time? 

• How does it get to the surface? 
– Density contrasts 
– Ascent timescale (viscosity) vs. cooling 

 



How is cryovolcanism different to 
regular volcanism? 

• Melting occurs when pressure increases, not 
decreases 

• Source of heating is often tidal, not radiogenic 
• The melt is denser than the solid (hard to erupt!) 

 
 

 
 



H2O Phase Diagram 

Negative Clapeyron slope 

High pressure ices are denser than water 
Large satellites end up with an “ice sandwich” 

example 
temperature profile 



Melting an ocean 
• Chondritic heat production (present day) Hr~3.5 pW/kg 
• Over 4.5 Gyr, this generates ~1.8 MJ/kg 
• C.f. water latent heat of fusion 0.33 MJ/kg 
• In conductive equilibrium the temperature difference 

∆T required to get rid of the radiogenic heat scales as 
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Here k is the thermal conductivity (~3 W/mK). Note that ∆T scales as radius2. 

• E.g. for a 500 km radius satellite at the present day, 
∆T~100 K – borderline for melting water in interior 

• What complications affect this (simplified) analysis? 
 
 

Where from? 



Maintaining an ocean 
• Heat flux across ice shell F=k∆T/d 
• Steady-state heat flux from interior F=RH/3 where H 

is the heat production in Wm-3 

• Europa as an example:  
–  ∆T=200 K, k=3 Wm-1 K-1, R=1500 km.  
– To maintain an ice shell with d=20 km requires H=6x10-8 Wm-3 

– Earth present-day heat production rate is H=2x10-8 Wm-3. Comments? 



Tidal Deformation 
• Satellite in synchronous rotation – period of rotation 

equals orbital period 
• Eccentric orbit – amplitude and direction of tidal bulge 

changes, so surface experiences changing stresses and 
strains 

• These diurnal tidal strains lead to friction and thus tidal 
dissipation (heating)  

Planet 
Satellite 

Eccentric orbit 

Diurnal tides can be 
large e.g. 30m on 
Europa 



Io & tidal heating 
• We can measure the power output of Io by looking at 

its infra-red spectrum 
• Heat flux is appx. 2.5 W m-2 .This is 30 times the 

Earth’s global heat flux. 
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• The quantity k2/Q tells us how deformable Io is (k2), and 
what fraction of energy is dissipated per cycle (1/Q) 

• The quantity e is the eccentricity of Io’s orbit 
• Where does the power ultimately come from? 
• A heat loss of 2.5 Wm-2 over 4.5 Gyr is equivalent to 

0.03% of Jupiter’s rotational energy 



Enceladus & tidal heating 
• Enceladus has a measured 

heat output at the South Pole 
of about 10 GW 

• Its radioactive heat 
production is about 0.3 GW 

• The energy source must be 
tidal, either present-day, or 
stored tidal heat now being 
liberated 

Spencer et al. 
Science 2006 



Other tidal heating examples 
• Europa’s subsurface ocean is maintained by tidal heating 
• Enceladus is small but active, and currently in a resonance with 

Dione – this keeps its eccentricity from decaying 
• So likely that tidal heating is responsible, but details are unclear 

(Squyres et al. Icarus 1983). In particular why did Enceladus melt if 
Mimas didn’t?  

• Ganymede is not being tidally-heated now, but may have been in 
the past as its orbit evolved, causing resurfacing 

• Ariel (also small and recently-active) is not in a resonance now, 
but may have been (e.g. with Umbriel) in the past. How? 

• The same also goes for Miranda (tiny and recently-active). The 
fact that Miranda’s orbit is inclined at 4o is also suggestive of an 
ancient resonant episode (Tittemore and Wisdom, Icarus 1989) 



Volatile Effects 
• Ammonia has a 

dramatic effect on the 
melting temperature of 
water ice – much easier 
to get oceans 

• Ammonia is seen in a 
few places in outer solar 
system 
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After Grasset et al., Planet Space Sci., 2000 

• Ammonia will form clathrate structures with water of the 
form NH3.6H2O. These structures are stable up to at least 
10 GPa (Loveday et al., Nature 2001) and provide an 
efficient way of storing large volumes of NH3 in the 
subsurface. Similar clathrates are found on Earth. 



Ammonia 
From Kargel, in Solar System Ices, 1998 

This ammonia-rich liquid is usually denser than pure 
ice, but less dense than NH3.2H2O, so that it is likely to 
be able to ascend and erupt – cryovolcanism (see later) 

• A mixture of ammonia 
and water doesn’t 
completely freeze until 
178 K 

• As freezing continues, 
the remaining liquid 
becomes more ammonia-
rich 

• The low temperature of 
this liquid may prevent 
ice shell convection 
(high ice viscosity) 



Size effects 
• Radiogenic heat flux goes as R 
• Cooling rate also decreases as R increases 
• Central pressure = 2GπR2ρ2/3    (why?) 
• Ice converts from I-II at 200 MPa so critical radius 

for this conversion to occur is ~800 km – only 
applicable to large satellites (Ganymede, Titan) 
 

cooling 

Cooling of large satellite 
will lead to ice I-II 
transformation, which 
causes large change 
decrease in radius and 
thus global compression 



Expansion(?) 
• On icy satellites, almost all tectonic activity appears 

to be extensional – why? 
• If satellites started cold (slow accretion) then release 

of radiogenic heat could generate heating and 
expansion (~1%)  

• Tidal heating could also similarly generate extension 
• Alternatively, as an ocean freezes and converts to less 

dense ice I it will generate extension (NB this does 
not work if it forms higher density ice phases, so only 
applicable to small satellites (P<200 MPa)) 
 



water 

ice 

Ice shell thickening 

• Refreezing of a subsurface ocean causes: 
– Extensional surface stresses 
– Pressurization of an ocean  
(and potential cryovolcanism) 

     Nimmo (2004) 
Manga & Wang (2007) 

fractures 

• Thinning of the ice shell will have 
the opposite effect (compression) 
• So too would conversion of ice I to 
ice II 



Coupled evolution 
• Satellites where tidal heating is the main source of energy can 

experience epochs when they heat up instead of cooling down 
• This is because orbital evolution and internal temperature are 

coupled, resulting in feedbacks. 
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k2/Q is a measure of how much 
dissipation occurs in a body 

• Tidal heating and eccentricity can both vary periodically 
• This only happens when two (or more) satellites are in resonance 



Cyclical behaviour? 
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We are here? 

Ojakangas & Stevenson (1986) 

• Are we seeing Enceladus at a special time? 
• Io and Europa may experience similar behaviour 

 



Episodic heat loss? 
• Convection can result in episodic behaviour (see Venus discussion earlier) 
• Ice shell convection can be episodic and might explain the present-day high 

heat-flux at Enceladus 
• Again requires us to be seeing Enceladus at a special time 
 

O’Neill & 
Nimmo, 2010 





Cryovolcanic eruptions 
• Unlike silicates, the melt is denser than the solid 
• This makes it much harder for eruptions to happen 

ice 

water 

• For ice/water, ∆ρ/ρ ~ 0.1 
• So water will rise to ~90% of the 

thickness of the ice shell (isostasy) 
• So how could eruptions happen? 

d 
0.9d 

• Water directly exposed to vacuum, boils off (Enceladus?) 
• Liquid density reduced (volatile exsolution or NH3) 
• Ocean is pressurized, forces water out 
• “Tidal pumping” – shell opens & closes, pushes water out 



Keeping cracks open 
• Stresses available to open cracks typically small (~0.1 MPa) 
• Overburden pressure will close empty cracks at < 1km 
• But water-filled cracks are easier to keep open 
• Similar processes operate in ice shelves on Earth 
• Competition between ascent & cooling timescales same as 

for silicates 
    (last lecture) 

 

Crawford & Stevenson (1988) 



NH3 and density 

 

Mitri et al. 2008 

What is one problem with having a really NH3-rich ocean? 
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Summary 
• How is melt generated? 

– Tidal heating is often important 
– NH3 greatly reduces melting temperature 

• How does it get to the surface? 
– Water is denser than ice, so eruption is hard 
– Pressurized oceans, volatile exsolution, addition of 

NH3 (density) may all help 
– Evidence for cryolavas is weak (see next week) 
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